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Introducing: gravitational wave GW150914
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GW150914 = colliding black holes!



  

How is that related to quasi-normal modes?
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What are quasi-normal modes? (2/2)
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What are quasi-normal modes? (2/2)
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Quasi-normal modes = standing waves + dissipation.
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How do we describe quasi-normal modes mathematically? (1/3)

Approximate amplitude as                               .

→ corresponds to          with                    .

Where does the amplitude come from?

→ solution of wave equation

Application to black holes?

→ solve wave equation                    “in black hole background”

Question (used to be): Is the black hole stable?
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How do we describe quasi-normal modes mathematically? (1/3)

Approximate amplitude as                               .

→ corresponds to          with                    .

Where does the amplitude come from?

→ solution of wave equation

Application to black holes?

→ solve wave equation                    “in black hole background”

Question (now): What can we learn about quantum gravity?
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How do we describe quasi-normal modes mathematically? (2/3)

Euclidean space the 2-sphere
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How do we describe quasi-normal modes mathematically? (2/3)

→ the wave operators know about the geometry of spacetime

→ quasi-normal modes encode geometric properties of spacetime

Euclidean space the 2-sphere
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How do we describe quasi-normal modes mathematically? (3/3)

where the black hole parameters M and a hide in                       .

rotating black hole (mass M,
angular momentum Ma)
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The result: black hole quasi-normal modes are discrete!
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Useful analogy: quantum behavior of hydrogen
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Useful analogy: quantum behavior of hydrogen
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→ Can we think of black holes as the “atoms of quantum gravity”?

→ Will their discrete “spectrum” help us to find clues about quantum gravity?

Thank you for your attention.
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Abstract

The recent detection of gravitational waves [1] is truly mind-boggling: ripples in 
spacetime itself were directly detected for the first time, with an instrument sensitive 
enough to measure dislocations the size of an atomic nucleus over a distance of a 
few kilometers. This discovery can also be considered the first direct detection of 
black holes.

In this talk, we will discuss one aspect of black hole physics: so-called quasi-normal 
modes [2]. These are characteristic frequencies emitted by black holes when they are 
subject to perturbations: much like the ringing of a wine glass, when struck by a 
solid object.

We will describe how to calculate quasi-normal modes, and in a second step 
elucidate as to what information these frequencies may contain. As it turns out, if 
measured precisely enough, they might be able to give us crucial insight into the still 
elusive quantum theory of gravity [3].
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